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1. INTRODUCTION 
Studies into fuzzy systems, stemming from the concept of a fuzzy set 
introduced by Zadeh [l], have been undertaken by Zadeh [2] and Bellman 
and Zadeh [3] where [3] contains the most complete bibliography. In this 
paper an abstraction and formalization of the previous work on fuzzy systems 
is accomplished by considering the concept of a fuzzy topological polysystem. 
Equivalently, the theory reported herein can be considered as a fuzzification 
of results obtained by Bushaw [4] and Halkin [5, 61. The order theoretic 
structure of fuzzy topological polysystems is based primarily on that given 
by Halkin with an appeal to the topological machinery of Chang [7]. In 
Section 2 a brief survey is made of those properties of fuzzy sets and fuzzy 
topological spaces used in the subsequent analysis. Section 3 contains the 
formalization of a fuzzy topological polysystem. In Section 4 the concept of 
fuzzy reachable sets of events is presented and discussed. In Section 5 a 
definition of a fuzzy optimal strategy problem is given and in Section 6 
necessary conditions for optimality are presented in the form of fuzzified 
principles of optimality and optimal evolution. Section 7 contains some 
concluding remarks. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X = {x} denote a space of points. A fuzzy set A in X is defined as a 
set of ordered pairs A = {(x, pALA(x x E X} where am denotes the grade 
of membership of x in A through the mapping pA(x): X+ M. In this 
paper M will be taken as the interval [0, I]. 
Those properties of fuzzy sets and fuzzy topological spaces which are 
particular-y useful in the formalization of fuzzy topological polysystems are 
as follows. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let A and B be fuzzy sets in X with am and ~lg(x) 
their associated membership functions. In addition, let AC denote the com- 
plement of A and the symbols V and A denote the join (supremum) and meet 
(infimum), respectively. Then Vx E X 
DEFINITION 2.2. If A = {Ai : i EI} where I denotes an index set and A, 
is a fuzzy set, then Vx E X 
Clearly, the membership functions for the empty fuzzy set # and the space 
X are am = 0 and p&) = 1, respectively. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A fuzzy topological space is a pair (X, %) where S? is a 
family of fuzzy sets in X such that: 
(b) if A,Bcz%“‘, then AnBEE; 
(c) if A,ESWEE, then UIAi~Z&. 
Every member of % is called a topologically open fuzzy set. A fuzzy set is 
topologically closed iff its complement is topologically open. The fuzzy 
topology SY is termed discrete if it contains all of the fuzzy sets and indiscrete 
if it contains only $ and X. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A fuzzy set C in (X, $5) is a neighborhood of a fuzzy set 
A iff there exists an open fuzzy set B such that A C B C C. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A function f from a pair (X1 , 3Yi) to another pair 
(X, , 55.J is fuzzy continuous iff the inverse of each open fuzzy set in S, is 
open in Z1 . 
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DEFINITION 2.6. A fuzzy homeomorphism is a fuzzy continuous one-to- 
one map of a pair (X, , xi) onto a pair (Xa , %a) such that the inverse of the 
map is also fuzzy continuous. If there exists a fuzzy homeomorphism of one 
fuzzy space onto another, the two fuzzy spaces are said to be fuzzy homeo- 
morphic and each is a fuzzy homeomorph of the other. 
DEFINITION 2.7. A fuzzy set B in Y = {y} is said to be conditioned on 
x (x E X) if its membership function depends on x as a parameter or sym- 
bolically, pB(y 1 x). For every x E X, pa(y) may be expressed as 
l-LB(Y) = v bA(4 * PB(Y I 41. 
For more details on fuzzy topological spaces and some related concepts 
the reader is referred to [7]. 
3. FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL POLYSYSTEMS 
Let E = {e> be called an event space and its elements events. A time 
structure can be imposed on E by assuming E = X x R1 where R1 denotes 
the real line. K(e) denotes a dated event where K is called a clock and is a 
projection of E on RI. 
Let r(u) denote a binary relation on E such that err(~) es means the event 
ea follows the event e, . By assumption T(U) will be transitive, reflexive, 
antisymmetric and forward (viz. eir(tl) es and err(u) es Z- ear(u) es or e&u) e,). 
u E F where F is an arbitrary space called a strategy space and its elements 
are called strategies. 
Let S be a fuzzy set in E x E and U be a fuzzy set in F. Associate with the 
relation e,r(u) es the measures pLs(e,), &e,) and vu(u). One may then define 
a fuzzy trajectory as 
t(el , e2 , u) = {e: e,(u) e} n (e: ey(u) e,) 
or symbolically 
t = s, n s, where s, n s, c s. 
Expressing the above in terms of membership functions we have 
P.SlnSz(t) = P&n& (4 = ml(e) A h,(e) G d4. 
Clearly, e2 depends on e and u as parameters or, as defined in Section 2, 
&e, ( e, u). Thus, for the relation er(~) ea , the measure &e,) is given by 
b4e2) = V V {de) A P&) A de2 I e9 4>- 
e u 
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Similarly, 
Substituting the expression for &e) into &es) and noting that A and V 
are distributive yields 
de2) = V V v b44 A ~(4 A de2 I ey 4 A 4 I el 9 4. 
e e1 u 
Systems which display these properties can be formalized by defining the 
triple (E, 8, r(u)) as a fuzzy topological system where the pair (E, 8) denotes 
a fuzzy topological space. To facilitate the construction of some proofs it 
will be necessary to assume that for all e, , es E E, A E d with err(u) es and 
e, E A there exists a B E I such that es G B and 
B C (e’ : U(U) e’, e E A} = C 3 pe(e,) < pc(e,). 
If one defines a set R as R = (r(u): Vu E U} the triples ((E, 8, r(u)), Vu E U} 
can be represented by the triple (E, 8, R) or fuzzy topological polysystem. 
Some of the more immediate observations one can make about fuzzy 
topological polysystems are as follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. With e, , es, e3 E S and T(Q), r(uJ E R such that 
e&u,) e2 , e,r(u,) e, then there exists an T(U) E R such that e,r(u) e2 and e&u) e, . 
Proof. Let ear(u) e’. By the transitivity of r(u) we have elr(u) e’. By 
assumption, K(e’) > K(es), therefore e,r(z+) e’. It immediately follows that 
eir(u) es and e,r(u) e3 . 
DEFINITION 3.1. Two fuzzy topological polysystems (Ei , ba , RJ, i = 1,2 
are fuzzy isomorphic if there exists fuzzy homeomorphisms 01 and /3 such 
that a: (El ,a,) t+ (Es , b,), 8: R, e, R, and a homeomorphism y: R1 t+ Al 
where y is order preserving such that ol(e,) ,8(R,) e = e,Rp(e,) where 
el , e2 E: 8, , e E 8, and K2(4e2>> = yq(e,). 
4. FUZZY SETS OF REACHABLE EVENTS 
Let A be a fuzzy set in E and e1 E A then the set 
K(e,) = {e2: e,r(u) e, for some u E U} 
is the reachable fuzzy set from e, . Clearly, the reachable fuzzy set from the 
fuzzy set A may be expressed as 
W) = U %) 
elEA 
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m4,(4 = v ~me,,(d~. 
elEA 
PROPOSITION 4.1. I f  e, E K(e), then 
Wd C JW and bwd(4 G me)(el) 
where e2 E K(e,). 
Proof. e, E K(e) o er(u,) e, for some ur E U. Let ea E K(e,) then elr(u2) e2 
for some ~1% E U. From Proposition 3.1 there exists an r(u) such that er(u) e, 
and e,r(zl) e2 . Since r(G) is transitive H(U) e2 which implies e2 E K(e). 
w&2) d w&J 
follows by definition. 
Before proceeding with the main results, the fuzzy sets A, A, iM, d which 
denote the interior, exterior, boundary, and closure of a fuzzy set A, res- 
pectively, will be discussed. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let A C (E, 8), then the interior of A is the union of 
all b-open sets contained in A: 
A! = ~(B,:B,CA}. 
I 
The exterior of A is the union of all &-open sets not intersecting A: 
A = u {C, : Ci CA”}. 
I 
From the above definition it is clear that 
Thus the sets A and A are fuzzy measurable. To relate events in aA with 
their measure in A and A the following proposition is introduced. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A C (E, 8) then e E aA ;If p;(e) # 1 or pi(e) # 1. 
Proof. From elementary set theory we know that (aA)C = A u A or 
expressed in terms of its membership functions 
b+aA,o(4 = PA4 V I-L.&)- 
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It follows, then, from Definition 2.1 that paA = 1 - (p;(e) V pa(e)). 
Obviously, e E M iff pi(e) # 1 or pa(e) # 1. 
DEFINITION 4.2. The closure 2 of A C (E, S) is the intersection of all 
g-closed sets containing A: 
It is clear from Definition 4.2 that 
Thus A is fuzzy measurable. Since A = /! u aA the membership function 
for A can be expressed as 
I*,&) = pi(e) V (1 - (PRW V ~.&N 
PROPOSITION 4.3. If  A is a fuzzy set in E with e, E A, e,r(u) e, and 
e2 E X(A), then t(e, , e2 , u) C X(A). 
Proof. Clearly, if e, E A and err(u) e2 then t(e, , e2, u) C K(e,) C K(A). 
The remainder of the proof will be by contradiction. Assume that 
e E t(e, , e2 , 4 and I-G(A) (e) = 1. From the assumption on e we have er(u) e2 . 
Let B E d with e E B C K(A). Hence, there is a C E 8 with 
e2 E CC {e’: er(u) e’, e E B} G- e2 E CC K(A) 
which is a contradiction. 
5. A FUZZY OPTIMAL STRATEGY PROBLEM 
DEFINITION 5.1. A fuzzy optimal strategy problem for the triple (E, 8, R) 
is the quintuple (E, 8, R, S,f) w h ere S is a nonempty fuzzy set in E x E 
and f :  T -+ RI where 
T = {t(el , e2 , u) : (e, , e2 , u) E S x U, e,Re2} 
and is nonfuzzy. 
The solution to (E, 6, R, S, f) is attained by finding some t(e, , e2 , u) E T 
such that f  (t(el , e2 , u)) is minimized. The optimal solution will be character- 
ized as (e, , e, , u’) where for some nonempty fuzzy sets A, B in E; e, E A, 
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ea E B, err(Q) ea and f(t”(er , e, , u”)) <f(t(e, , e, u)) for all e E B n K(,4). 
Appealing to Sections 2 and 4 we have 
(I$ b, R, S,f) will be assumed nondegenerate. 
6. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR OPTIMALITY 
PROPOSITION 6.1 (Fuzzy Principle of Optimal@). If (e, , es , u”) is the 
solution of (E, &, R, S, f) an e,r u d ( “) e,’ where K(e,‘) < K(e.J, then (e,‘, e2 , u”) 
is a solution of (E, 8, R, S, f). 
Proof. Assume (e,‘, es , u’) is not a solution of (E, d, R, S, f). This 
implies the existence of some u # u” where er’r(u) es . However, by Proposi- 
tion 3.1 there exists an r(u’) such that e,r(u’) e,’ and e,‘r(u’) e2 , If u’ # u” the 
assumption elr(u“) e,’ is violated, therefore u’ = u’. 
PROPOSITION 6.2 (Fuzzy Principle of Optimal Evolution). If (e, , e, , u”) 
is a solution of (E, 8, R, S,f) then t”(e, , e, , u”) C X(A) where e, E A and 
A, K(A) are nonempty fuzzy sets in E. 
Proof. Let err(u’) es and assume es $%(A). Then pkcA,(ea) # 1 since 
K(A) is not empty. Thus the fuzzy set K(A) is a neighborhood of es , so by 
the assumed nondegeneracy there exists an e E B n K(A) such that 
f(t(el , e, u)) <f (t”(el , es , u’)). This contradicts the assumption that 
(e, , es, u”) is the solution of (E, b, R, S, f). Thus es E X(A). That 
t”(el , es , u’) C BK(A) follows from Proposition 4.3. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Needless to say many open questions regarding fuzzy dynamical poly- 
systems remain. Many questions put forth by Bushaw [8] for “crisp” dyna- 
mical polysystems carry over with the added dimension of fuzziness. Those 
areas of research which the author deems particularly important are control- 
lability and observability, stability and the existence of trajectories. 
For a variety of reasons this paper did not analyze fuzzy dynamical poly- 
systems in its most abstract form. Much might be gained by going to Bushaws’ 
double (E, r) where I is a quasi order and defines a topology on E. 
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